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Hello Findon Families 

I am very excited about working at your school.  Findon has 
long been on my radar as a stand-out school, and it is a joy 
for me to be your acting principal for the following two 
terms. I have a diverse career in education with many runs 
on the board. I am passionate about state education and 
am well qualified and continue to expand my knowledge as 
a learner alongside our staff and students. 

I have held several substantive principal positions in         
Mainstream schools and Specialist Schools for over ten years. Much of my early work 
was with vulnerable children, and I have two grown-up daughters who now work with 
disadvantaged youth, so the apple doesn't fall far from the tree. I was also privileged to 
act as the Health and Wellbeing Coordinator at the regional office for the first six months 
of this year. 

Today is my third day at Findon, we have hit the ground running, and I feel like I have 

been at this school for ages (in a good way  ). Everyone has made me feel welcome 
and my transition into the role seamless. The fourth term is busy with lots to do under 

normal circumstances, and this year we have the added complication of COVID.  

We have a developed a slightly modified program for weeks 3 and 4 when students return to help them reconnect with each other and 
the staff. Our focus for this term will be on wellbeing, literacy, and numeracy. Every student in the state returning to school will be at 
different levels, some thriving at home, others finding it difficult. I assure you that I will do everything that I can to support this          
community as your principal and provide continuity and the best opportunities for your children that I can. 

I ask you not to worry if things didn't go as well you wanted with schoolwork while students were in remote learning.  Our staff will    
expand our literacy and numeracy programs, promote wellbeing and work extensively to support our students when they return to 
school. 

Don't hesitate to contact your class teacher if you have any concerns about the return to school arrangements.  

I look forward to meeting you all further down the track. 

Have a fantastic fortnight. 

Sheryl 

SEPTEMBER 

OCTOBER 

15 LT2 Dinner/LT2 Sleepover 

NOVEMBER 

1 Curriculum Day 

2 Melbourne Cup Day 

17 LT1 Bundoora Farm Excursion 

25 LT2 Inquisitive Kids Incursion 

26 LT2 Inquisitive Kids Incursion 

DECEMBER 

15 LT3 La Trobe Sports Centre 

Now Taking Enrolments for 2022 

POSTPONED 

Hi, my name is Louise Roncon and I am the new Business Manager at Findon PS replacing Caroline while she is on 
secondment to the Department of Education. Although I have a strong financial background and have worked in 
both corporate and early childhood sectors, this is my second role in the education space and my very first role as 
a Business Manager; so please bear with me as I learn the ropes!  I know I will be able to support the school in its 
financial and community needs but I may just be a little slower at finding things as I become more familiar with 
the requirements of the role and the school.  I am a mum of 4 children, ranging from 19yo to 6yo so a lot to keep 
me busy when I’m not at Findon PS. I love reading fantasy and science fiction books, watching movies of the same 
genre and are not the best at physical exercise, although with the current lockdowns, I am getting better at a 
more regular walking schedule. I’m super excited for the opportunity, can already feel the positive community 
vibes and look forward to getting to know the community better during my tenure here at Findon PS. 
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STUDENT OF THE WEEK  -  Teachers Choice 

FSJ Lucas 
Congratulations for doing your best and trying really hard to improve your 

writing. You should be very proud 
Doing Your Best 

FMC Emma 
For all of your wonderful work submissions on Seesaw this term. You have 

done an amazing job! 
Doing Your Best 

1/2AT Devan 

You have amazed me with your effort and dedication to learning through 

your Seesaw tasks and our WebEx meetings. Well done Devan, I am so proud 

of you. 

Doing Your Best 

1/2CM Sienna 
For all of her wonderful work she has completed over Seesaw this week. 

Fabulous effort Sienna! 
Doing Your Best 

1/2FH Emerson 

Congratulations Emerson on your wonderful attitude to learning at home. 

You engaged positively with all the learning and completed all tasks to a 

very high standard. Proud of you! 

Doing Your Best 

1/2MN Angel 
Congratulations Angel on your wonderful attitude towards learning despite 

the difficulties of remote learning. We are so proud of you! 
Responsibility 

1/2NH Pagan 

For always pushing herself to do her best and taking on challenges with    

enthusiasm and dedication. It is so nice to see you enjoying your learning 

Pagan. Well done! 

Doing Your Best 

3/4ND Zane 
Zane has been trying his best with all tasks assigned to him and smashing 

it by achieving a high standard every time. Well done! 
Doing Your Best 

3/4MZ Nicholas 

Well done Nicholas for always extending yourself in your learning, applying 

feedback and trying your best with your tasks each day! You are a great 

role model to our class!! Superstar! 

Doing Your Best 

3/4II Isabella 

Well done Isabella for trying really hard with your reading stamina this 

week! You should be very proud of yourself for reading for over an hour! 

Keep it up! 

Doing Your Best 

3/4EH Zak 

Zak has consistently displayed a motivated and determined attitude         

towards his online learning. He always tries his best to put one hundred 

percent into his learning and extends his knowledge by taking on          

challenging tasks. Well done Zak! Amazing work!  

Responsibility 

3/4TC Aaron 

For taking responsibility for your learning by completing each task to the 

best of your ability! You should be proud of your constant effort and       

motivation to succeed in your learning! 

Responsibility 

5/6LS Liana 
Well done Liana for always taking responsibility with your learning at home 

and always asking for extra help when you need it. I’m super proud of you! 
Responsibility 

5/6CG Rebecca 
For applying your best efforts and completing all tasks to a high standard. 

I’m very proud of you! 
Doing Your Best 

5/6DF Shia N 

Consistently and persistently doing your best in each and every learning 

task. You have shown a determined, positive attitude throughout and that 

is true leadership. 

Doing Your Best 

5/6EW Brena 
For putting in a fantastic effort to complete her lessons, and coming to our 

class WebEx each day. Well done! 
Doing Your Best 

5/6AS Ruby S 
For dramatically improving her online efforts, demonstrating responsibility 

towards her learning 
Responsibility 

PE Aaron FSJ 
Amazing work Aaron for responding to your PE tasks each week, not giving 

up and doing your best!! 
Doing Your Best 

VA 

Lucy 3II 

  

Oliver CG 

For always putting in 100% effort into her Visual Art lessons and always 

wanting to challenge herself further. 

For displaying, commitment, persistence and willing to challenge himself 

during Visual Art lessons. 

Doing your best 

PA Alex FSJ 

For being super creative and imaginative during our Performing Arts lesson 

this week; and making 2 amazing fish puppets with a beautiful box theatre 

and performing a great puppet play inside it. 

Doing Your Best 

Indonesian Dyson MN 
For trying and doing your best in your Indonesian tasks and a willingness to 

challenge yourself. 
Doing Your Best 


